ABSTRACT. Work in the setting of the recursively enumerable sets and their Turing degrees. A set X is low if X', its Turing jump, is recursive in 0' and high if X' computes 0". Attempting to find a property between being low and being recursive, Bickford and Mills produced the following definition.
recursively enumerating a real, by simultaneously executing a family of recursive strategies. The analogy is exact provided that the forcing partial ordering is recursive and genericity is only required relative to a uniformly recursive family of dense sets. Otherwise, priority methods diverge from forcing techniques. To take an obvious example, it is not possible to recursively enumerate a set of integers so that it is different from every E~-set, even though the diagonalizing conditions are dense. Instead of meeting every dense set, as does a fully generic real, the real enumerated during a priority construction meets sets that are dense in its enumeration. In fact, this is the typical effect of a strategy on the construction of a recursively enumerable set.
Cohen forcing in the context of recursively enumerable sets has been systematically studied and well understood by Maass [Ms82] , Jockusch [Jo85] , and others. In their work, reals were enumerated so as to meet certain dense subsets of the Cohen partial order. The reals produced were then shown to have many of the recursion theoretic properties associated with Cohen generic reals. To cite an example, let G be Maass generic (roughly speaking, its enumeration is generic. with respect to all primitive recursive sets), and let G' be its Turing jump. A E~(G)-statement is true if and only if it is forced by some strategy; further, the forcing relation for E~ ( G)-statements is E~. A II~ ( G)-statement is true if and only if its a.ssociated strategy cannot force its negation. Given that G is produced by a recursive construction that uses only strategies with outcomes recursive in 0', these two facts show that G' is recursive in 0'.
In this paper, we will examine a Eg-aspect of Cohen genericity. Namely, how close can a recursively enumerable set come to being Cohen generic relative to every recursively enumerable set? For other results addressing the same issue, see Shore [Shta] or Soare-Stob [SS82] . The logical connectives "and" and "or" will be denoted by & and V, respectively. We allow as an additional quantifier (in the meta-language) (3 00 x) to denote that the set of such x is infinite. is to combine this strategy with the same strategy for A to show that W is recursive.
The basic module can thus informally be described as follows (call this the A-side of the module):
(Notice that we have now put a squeeze on our opponent: either W ~ (7(i, s 1 ) + 1) changes, and we can reset rA$W (i, s') = 0 (for all s 1 > s1) while IT!A(i, -) has a flip (a switch from 0 to 1 back to 0), which we preserve; or else W~ (7(i,s 1 ) + 1) remains unchanged, which constitutes a step towards showing that Wis recursive. In the second case, the effect is that we temporarily restrain W until we reset rA$W(i,s 2) Whenever a strategy a puts an element into A (or A), a strategy fJ below it may be injured. However, the set that a puts in can be made strictly increasing, so fJ (if it is below outcome (b) or (c) of a) will wait until the part of A (or A) it wants to work with is cleared of possible attention from a (postponement feature). fJ assumes that the numbers enumerated by a increase to infinity, so again fJ can afford to wait. The Full Construction. We will first describe the tree of strategies, then the full module for each strategy, and finally the strategy control, which supervises the interaction between the strategies.
Let A= {flip <A fflp <A fin} be the set of outcomes. Notice that these outcomes correspond to the outcomes (b), ( c ), and (a), respectively, of the basic module above, that we collapsed all finitary outcomes into one, and that outcome (d) of the basic module will not be put on the tree since then this one strategy will satisfy the overall requirement (2). Now let T = A <w be the tree of strategies. Fix an effective 1-1 correspondence between all requirements R\f! q, and the levels of the tree (sets of nodes ' of equal length). Let each strategy work on the requirement of its level.
Also effectively associate each strategy with an infinite recursive set of integers Sa = Sa (such that UaET Sa = w), and let a work with pairs
The A and A-sides of a strategy a's full module proceed as described in Diagrams 1 and 2, respectively.
In general, parameters without hats refer to the A-side, parameters ' with hats refer to the A-side of the module. We assume that 7, the use of r, is computed separately on A and w, so rAE!lW (
The parameters i, n, r, and vj (for j = 0, 1; k E w) are defined in the flow chart and roughly denote the candidate for an inequality at which a is trying to establish lim 8 fAEllW(i,s) =f-limv IJ!A(i,v), the number of the IJ!-flip that a is trying to achieve now, the A-restraint a imposes, and the opponent's "stage" v at which he establishes IJ!A( i, v) = j for the kth time.
The current stage is denoted by s. To initial~ze a means to put both sides into init and to set the restraints to zero, to initialize the A-side means to do this for the A-side only.
The following parameters referred to in the diagrams are defined in the text:
The A-side respects A-restraint r 1 = max{ r(/3) I /3A(fflp) C a}, the A-restraint imposed by strategies that a assumes will get finitely many A W-flips and infinitely many \Ii-flips. Note that a can afford to do so since it assumes that r 1 has a finite limit on the set of stages when it acts.
To organize the delay properly, the module defines P(a) and P(a) (whenever indicated in the diagram) by setting it to a number greater than all current values of P(a) (or P(a)) for any a E T. Intuitively, a cannot injure the first P(a) many IT!-fiips or the first P(a) many W-flips of stronger strategies.
We define u(n) (the assigned use for 'l(i, s1)) to be the least y E Sex greater than all of the following: This ends the description of the full module of an individual strategy.
We will now describe the strategy control.
At stage O, the strategy control will set all parameters to 0 or 0 (except If there is some /3 with /3A(flip) C a and a puts some x < r(/3) into A, then f3 has been injured explicitly by a on the A-side as x's entering A changes an A-computation that f3 was preserving. In this case, each such f3 will perform injury action on the A-side as follows:
(i) if now rAE!lW ( i, s 1 ) != 1 then f3 goes to inj and on to the next state;
(ii) otherwise, /3 goes to inJmp where mp = min{ m I x < 'lf;p(ip, vl,',s)} (the number of the least injured Ill-flip) and on to the next state.
(In the first case, we have x > ry(i, s1), and so rAE!lW (i, s1) cannot (and need not) be reset to 0. In this case, /J's A-side must be in hold, and so /3 just gives up the first half of the Ill-flip it is currently trying to achieve.
In the second case, f3 goes back to the situation before it established the mth w-flip.) must be stuck in waitO or waitl.
first P(a) {or P(a)) many \!!-flips (or w-fiips
(ii) Otherwise, a would leave the states mentioned in (i) by the construction and Lemma 4. In the construction of the previous section, the jump of A is not controlled. Due to the infinitary outcomes of the strategies influencing A's construction there does not seem to be an obvious way to make A low whenever W is nonrecursive. In fact, it seems quite conceivable to the authors that for some nonrecursive low recursively enumerable degree w, auw is low for any low recursively enumerable degree a 2 • In the following, we will prove a weaker version of this.
LEMMA 7 (FLIP OUTCOMES LEMMA). (i)
Jockusch (private communication) raised the question whether there is a nonrecursive low recursively enumerable degree that does not join with any other low recursively enumerable degree to a high degree. We answer this question positively (reversing the roles of a and w conforming with our convention on names of objects built by us or built by the opponent):
THEOREM. There is a low recursively enumerable degree a =I 0 such that for all low recursively enumerable degrees w, a U w is not high.
PROOF: We will drop the restriction that a be low, since if a is not low choose a 0 < a low which satisfies the theorem. (However, a closer analysis shows that our a is already low.)
We have, for all recursively enumerable sets We, the usual positive requirements for nonrecursiveness:
Pe : A =I We, and, for all recursively enumerable sets W, the requirements:
The Strategy. We have to construct a recursively enumerable set A satisfying all requirements.
The opponent will try to put up a recursively enumerable set W and a functional <I> claiming that W is low and <I>WEllA is total and dominates all total recursive functions, and thus, by a theorem of Martin [Ma66] , is fixed and less than the ~ (i) defined by us.
Copy Cn thus proceeds as follows:
(ii) pick the least j for which ~ is undefined, Here, all copies work on the same A, r, and L' .1. To ensure that r is total and that the limits exist, we use the same convention as in the previous section (described just before the basic module).
We always pick the least j for which L1 is undefined in order to ensure that L1 is total if we pick infinitely many J·.
Let no= liminf 8 { n I copy Cn waiting for (iv) or ( There are two problems with putting this module on a tree. Firstly, the restraint tends to infinity under outcome (a). But most of all, the natural ordering for the outcomes would be of order type w + 2 (namely, (b2) for no = 0 < (b3) for no = 0 < (b2) for no = 1 < (b3) for no = 1 < · · · < (a) < (b1)), which would be cumbersome to organize on a tree.
On the other hand, each positive strategy for Pe acts at most once, and each copy of the above module can live with finite injury. So we will spread out the copies as separate strategies without giving up their coordination described above. We will use a linear priority ranking of these strategies combined with the method of W-true stages and the "hat trick", so called is established for its current i, and this is pn:served by the A-restraint. <> Lemmas 2 and 4 through 7 establish the theorem.
<>

